Directory of Chemical Producers

Your tool to identify chemical manufacturers, plant locations and products.
Make Better Decisions

With thousands of global chemical manufacturers, it is important to have a single and reliable source to help you quickly find the information you need.

- Who manufactures a specific chemical? Where is the production site located?
- What chemicals are made at a specific plant location?
- Where does a company manufacture chemicals globally?
- Who are their chemical manufacturing subsidiaries and joint ventures? What chemicals are made by these companies?

The Right Tool

For over 50 years, IHS Chemical's Directory of Producers (DCP) has been delivering comprehensive, accurate and timely coverage of the chemical industry. Marketing, Sales, Business, Procurement and Distribution Managers look to the DCP to keep informed about chemical manufacturers, their plant locations and chemical products.

The Directory of Chemical Producers is the right choice for:

- Identifying chemical manufacturers and plant locations globally
- Profiling companies by chemicals produced and ownership
- Determining which producers are integrated upstream for raw materials and downstream for derivatives
- Analyzing what markets your competition operates in
- Evaluating chemical production on a plant-by-plant basis
- Understanding capacity for over 250 chemicals

Express and Advanced Search Functionality Accelerates and Simplifies Your Work

You can access the extensive information within the Directory of Chemical Producers using the IHS Connect platform. Conduct simple searches by company name, chemical name, CAS number, plant location, and filter by producers or manufacturers for a specific country covered under East Asia, Europe, Middle East & Africa, and South & Central America.

>21,500 Chemicals Recorded on a Plant-by-Plant Basis

Unique to the Directory of Chemical Producers, listing of each chemical by plant location enables you to form links between each chemical manufacturing site and the company’s current product portfolio.

Capacity Data for over 250 Chemicals

Identify the largest producers in a country or region. Includes capacity data for major petrochemicals, organic intermediates, fibers, polymers, and inorganics.

Credible Data Backed By IHS Chemical Expertise

Researched and updated in conjunction with other IHS Chemical products, the Directory of Chemical Producers offers a comprehensive view of the global chemical industry, strengthened by our team of chemical experts. Subscribers to the DCP also benefit from the additional complimentary inquiry service.

Ownership Overview

Conduct your search by ownership to build an integrated view of a company’s global operations and product portfolio, including data on major and minor shareholders, as well as chemical manufacturing subsidiaries and joint ventures.

What Sets the Directory of Chemical Producers Apart?
You can search using the following criteria:

- Company Name
- Chemical Name
- CAS Number
- Plant Location
- Company Ownership

Individual plant locations

DCP allows the capability to filter by company ownership, including subsidiary information

Latest capacity data for all of the major petrochemical value chains and specialties

Visit [www.ihs.com/dcp](http://www.ihs.com/dcp) to find out more information about the Directory of Chemical Producers and request a quote.
Directory of Chemical Producers Coverage

IHS Chemical’s Directory of Chemical Producers is the industry’s most comprehensive database tool to identify global chemical manufacturers, plant locations and products.

About IHS Markit

IHS Markit (Nasdaq: INFO) is a world leader in critical information, analytics and solutions for the major industries and markets that drive economies worldwide. The company delivers next-generation information, analytics and solutions to customers in business, finance and government, improving their operational efficiency and providing deep insights that lead to well-informed, confident decisions. IHS Markit has more than 50,000 key business and government customers, including 85 percent of the Fortune Global 500 and the world’s leading financial institutions. Headquartered in London, IHS Markit is committed to sustainable, profitable growth.